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PrimaLuna Evo 300 Hybrid
By Greg Borrowman

The best of both worlds? PrimaLuna’s new EVO300 Hybrid Integrated delivers a
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...valves are
microphonic, which
means they can act
as microphones and
pick up sounds, and
vibrations, in a room,
and add these sounds
to whatever sounds
replacement.
But there is a way of getting most of the
advantages of ‘valve sound’ without most
of the disadvantages, which is by buying an
amp that uses a combination of solid-state

The Equipment

them after ten years or more. Unlike output
valves, there’s no need to bias them, so you
can free up your calendar for other events.
Prima Luna has made the hybrid nature
of the EVO 300 obvious by putting the six
12AU7 input valves right up front. They
are protected by a removable valve cage
comprised of six horizontal bars positioned

green and you’re able to use the
left-most rotary control to select your desired
inputs (there’s also a pass-through input for
anyone desirous of integrating the EVO 300
into a multi-channel home theatre system).
are unbalanced types — it would have been

valve burn. (Yes, Virginia, valves can get
very hot, which is the reason electronics
textbooks refer to them as ‘thermionic
devices’.)
so many audiophiles ignore the dangers
personally think the EVO 300 looks better
case it’s a win–win.
Prima Luna has for some reason put the
mains power switch on the left-hand side of

The Prima Luna EVO 300 Hybrid integrated

been a balanced type, accessible via XLR
sockets on the rear panel.
The front-panel volume control feels very
most cases you’re more likely to use the
supplied remote control to adjust volume, if
only because it’s easier to set levels precisely
when you’re in the listening position. The
speed of volume adjustment from the remote
is quite slow (it takes 15 seconds to get from
maximum to minimum or vice versa) but at
least this very slowness allows more precise
level setting.

which means that you will need to position
that is not available on the front panel, but
delivers that desirable ‘valve sound’ but
eliminates the need for those expensive
output valves, so you need only replace input
valves. Not only are these far less costly to
replace ($32 each) but also, because they
are not as stressed as output valves, they
don’t have to be replaced anywhere near as
to music, you might be looking at replacing

means it will take more time to ‘heat up’ than
you’ve pressed the power button it will take
more than a minute (around 64 seconds) to
front panel will shine bright red and you won’t
be able to use either the controls on the
front panel or those on the infra-red remote
control.

the volume level whilst the muting circuit
is engaged, it does not automatically
the mute to automatically disengage when
certainly expect this to occur when using
the volume buttons on the remote. This
design oversight introduces the possibility
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at the same time.

Floyd Design

stereo and mono operation via a switch on
operation. That said, however, this is a
design oversight that is made by a great

review, and when I went online to locate one,

to this Hybrid version. It also showed that

Valve Sound

which means they can act as microphones

removed in order to install the batteries that
provide low-cost batteries that are prone to

terminals that can be switched between
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course, but it will be there).
This would seem to be an undesirable trait,
but in operation, the sound being picked up
by the valves will be the music that is coming
from your loudspeakers, the same music

no clipping whatsoever, and at the same

the speakers are in the same cabinet as the
valves themselves, the valves are reacting
not only to air vibrations, but also to the
physical vibrations coming through the
cabinet caused by the motion of the speaker

dramatically depending on the impedance
of the loudspeakers that are connected to it.
This does not apply in the case of the EVO
300 Hybrid, however, as it does not use
valves in its output stage.
As for valves being an ‘old-fashioned’
technology, the fact is that if you own a
microwave oven, you already have a valvepowered device in your home because the
microwaves that heat the food are created
by special type of high-power valve called a
cavity magnetron.

Another factor is that, as a general rule,

Listening Sessions

is a pleasantly rich and warm sound. This
is one reason that almost all rock guitarists

reproduces a musical note of any pitch will
be harmonically related to that note in a way
that makes the sound of that note seem
richer than it would otherwise be. So if that
musical note is, say, A4 (which is 440Hz), the
‘distortion’ will be a small amount of sound at
880Hz, which you’d hear as the musical note
A5: in other words, the ‘A’ exactly one octave
above. To hear how this type of ‘distortion’
a piano, then press that same key, but also
the key that is an octave above it.

One huge advantage that hybrid amps with
solid-state output stages have over most

power output capability, but you’ll be paying
for it — and you’ll have that many more
valves to replace!
another area where the solid-state output
stage of the PrimaLuna EVO 300 Hybrid
has the advantage over, say, PrimaLuna’s
valve version of the same amp: the output

which means the solid-state output stage
will have much better control over the motion
down on unwanted cone motion caused by

right from the get-go — which is the very high
power output of the EVO 300
dramatically depending on the speakers
used with them, the sound of a solid-state
them up to ‘audition’ levels, and the EVO
300 was very easily able to achieve that…

For a great musical example of how the level

the bass, but also across the midrange, you
the PrimaLuna EVO 300 Hybrid was still
punching out clean, undistorted sound, with

a track from her latest album, ‘Renaissance’
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Listening to ‘Hymns’,

them for, sustains sounds for tens of seconds

‘Hymns’ because I love k.d. lang’s voice and

(and her most controversial album as well,
thanks to the ‘ableist’ slur on the track
Heated). Totally designed for the dance

delivered was amazing, whether it was the

very wild ride! And if, while you’re listening,
you’re wondering how one drummer can
ability to introduce (or remove) vibrato at
tracking, it’s actually two drummers, Tom
it’s all mixed so transcendently that you’re
recorded by a female vocalist, though I’d
give the overall award for best rendition of

to the keyboards and also the cymbal work,
because the tuba has never before been
Hang around for the track that follows,

ever need, and yet again with total control.
deliver sound that’s uniquely musical, I’d
new album, ‘for you who are the wronged’
(and yes, like e.e. cummings, she’s a fan of

as rich and realistic as I’ve heard him in the
concerts of his that I’ve attended over the
years. I could also hear the way he makes his
usually rich baritone a little more nasal than
only you can answer, but I think one reason

gives you the best of both worlds.

almost no maintenance and will deliver that
same great valve sound no matter what

The PrimaLuna EVO 300 Hybrid
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